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a b s t r a c t
Urban big data fusion creates huge values for urban computing in solving urban problems. In recent years, various
models and algorithms based on deep learning have been proposed to unlock the power of knowledge from urban
big data. To clarify the methodologies of urban big data fusion based on deep learning (DL), this paper classiﬁes
them into three categories: DL-output-based fusion, DL-input-based fusion and DL-double-stage-based fusion.
These methods use deep learning to learn feature representation from multi-source big data. Then each category
of fusion methods is introduced and some examples are shown. The diﬃculties and ideas of dealing with urban
big data will also be discussed.

1. Introduction
Our life and the city we live in aﬀect each other. In the era of big
data, it is urgent to eﬀectively use urban big data to solve problems in
the city, such as traﬃc congestion [1,2], noise pollution [3,4], air pollution [5,6], etc., to improve our life experience. Nowadays, many urban
computing methods based on deep learning have been put forward to
solve urban problems, such as urban traﬃc ﬂow prediction [7,8], urban
crowd ﬂows prediction [9,10], urban air prediction [11,12], urban water quality prediction [13,14], etc. In these urban computing methods,
the big data used by the researchers are all from diﬀerent sources, such
as meteorological stations, taxi detectors, online weather web sites, etc.
Moreover, urban big data shows diﬀerent representations, such as text,
numbers and symbols. Bello et al. [15] and Zhang et al.[16] summarized
ﬁve characteristics of big data, that is, large volume, large velocity, large
variety, veracity and value, which are called 5V’s features. The 5V’s features of the data indirectly indicate a big explosion in data amount. On
the one hand, how to sense, obtain and manage these big data is a challenge; On the other hand, how to analyze and excavate the value of these
big data is another signiﬁcant challenge. Apparently, the urban big data
with 5V’s characteristics brings great challenges to urban computing.
Fig. 1 depicts the urban big data.
Firstly, urban big data comes from many sources. When studying the
real-time city-wide traﬃc volume, the data usually come from taxi sensor, exploratory data, monitoring data and Internet web data. For example, Meng et al. [7] collected data from three ways, which are 155 road
segments deployed with loop detectors, real-time GPS readings of 6918
taxicabs and road network and point of interest (POI) in Guiyang, to
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infer the urban traﬃc volume. When predicting city-wide crowd ﬂows,
we can obtain data from mobile phone signals, Internet web data, exploratory data and so on. For example, Zhang et al. [10] obtained data
by two ways for predicting urban crowd ﬂows, namely, Beijing’s taxicab GPS data and meteorology data to obtain dataset TaxiBJ, and NYC
bike system to obtain dataset BikeNYC. Secondly, urban big data is heterogeneous, which is reﬂected in diﬀerent types and diﬀerent existing
ﬁelds. On the one hand, urban big data presents diﬀerent types. Urban big data includes spatial data, temporal data, static data, dynamic
data and attribute data. For example, when studying the real-time urban traﬃc volume, the road network belongs to spatial data, day of
week belongs to temporal data, point of interest (POI) belongs to static
data, the traﬃc ﬂow of each road at diﬀerent time intervals belongs to
dynamic data, and the number of road lanes belongs to attribute data.
On the other hand, urban big data exists in many ﬁelds. Urban big data
includes social media data, traﬃc data, geographic data, meteorological data and other data. For example, Yao et al. [17] used traﬃc data,
geographic data and meteorological data to predict urban taxi demand.
Speciﬁc domain data are used to study speciﬁc domain issues, and the
relationships between diﬀerent domains cannot be ignored. Besides, urban big data is multi-modal. Diﬀerent data representations, data units
and data densities show the multi-modal of urban big data. For example,
when studying the real-time urban air quality, data of diﬀerent models is used, including text data, numerical data and so on. For example, Yi et al. [11] used three datasets to predict air quality, namely, air
quality data, weather forecast data and meteorological data. Air quality
data consists of the concentration of six pollutants: PM2.5 , PM10 , NO2 ,
CO, O3 and SO2 . Weather forecast data consists of weather, temperature, wind strength and wind direction. Meteorological data consists of
weather (sunny, cloudy, overcast, foggy, snow, small rain, moderate rain
and heavy rain), humidity, temperature, pressure, wind speed and wind
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Fig. 1. Urban big data.

direction. Speciﬁc values for each indicator may be numeric, textual,
or otherwise. Although the characteristics of urban big data bring speciﬁc challenges for us to analyze urban big data, urban big data will
have many applications through basic analysis and fusion analysis. For
example, urban big data can be used in urban planning, urban traﬃc,
urban environment, urban energy consumption, social application and
urban public safety and security [18].
To fuse the urban big data, these urban computing methods use deep
learning to learn feature representation, which are found to be useful in classiﬁcation and information retrieval tasks. This paper summarizes the urban big data fusion methodologies by classifying them into
three categories: DL-output-based fusion, DL-input-based fusion and DLdouble-stage-based fusion. The ﬁrst category of data fusion methodologies trains spatial-temporal data through the deep learning model, and
fuses the output of all models by feature-level-based data fusion [19],
such as direct concatenation. We call them DL-output-based fusion. The
second category of data fusion methodologies, which is called DL-inputbased fusion, fuses data through deep fusion network while training the
spatial-temporal data, and then fuses the outputs. The above two fusion
models are similar in fusion process. The third category of data fusion
methodologies, which is called DL-double-stage-based fusion, focuses
on the stage of fusion by considering both the early fusion stage and the
late fusion stage.
The contributions of our work are listed as follows:

such as feature-based data fusion method, stage-based data fusion
method and semantic meaning-based data fusion method.
(2) We summarize some existing urban big data fusion methods
based on deep learning model and divide them into three categories, namely, DL-output-based fusion, DL-input-based fusion
and DL-double-stage-based fusion.
(3) We brieﬂy describe the diﬃculties of urban big data fusion from
four aspects, namely, data quality, data sparsity, multi-modal
data and spatial-temporal data, and present some new ideas of
data fusion based on deep learning model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the paper
introduces spatial-temporal data and some common data fusion methods; The Section 3 shows the urban big data fusion methods based on
deep learning. The diﬃculties and ideas of urban big data fusion are
introduced in Section 4. The Section 5 is the conclusion of this paper.

2. Related work
2.1. Spatial-temporal data
A large amount of data are generated from diﬀerent ﬁelds every day,
which are studied by diﬀerent ﬁelds, including: climate science, neuroscience, earth science, social science, physical health and transportation
[20]. According to the spatial and temporal dimensions, the data can be
divided into data with temporal attribute, data with spatial attribute
and data with temporal and spatial attributes (spatial-temporal data),
as shown in Fig. 2.

(1) We introduce spatial-temporal data with intrinsic properties and
data types, and give some instances of spatial-temporal data.
Moreover, some common data fusion methods are also discussed,
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Fig. 2. Spatial-temporal data.

In general, data with temporal property is word that describes time,
such as minute, second, etc. The properties of such data are moment,
closeness, periodicity, seasonality and stage. For example, the data eight
o’clock shows the moment. There is some relationship between data
eight o’clock and data nine o’clock, which shows the closeness; Data
once a week shows periodicity; The data every season shows seasonality; The data seven o’clock to eight o’clock shows the stage. Data with
temporal attribute is indispensable in studying the evolution and development of things.
The data with spatial property describes an object that does not
change with time in a short period generally, such as road, building,
etc. This kind of data has the properties of spatiality, special subject,
durability and so on. Spatial property is unique to geographic information systems or spatial information systems, which refers to geometric
features such as the position, shape and size, as well as the spatial relationship with adjacent things. A spatial position can be described by coordinates. Special subject attributes refers to the attribute characteristics
of spatial phenomena or spatial targets other than temporal and spatial
characteristics, such as the degree of atmospheric pollution. Durability
property refers to an object that does not change with time in a short
period, such as residence.
The development of things in diﬀerent ﬁelds is essentially temporal
and spatial. Therefore, most of the data are generated in the developmental process of things contain both temporal and spatial properties,
which is called spatial-temporal data. Spatial-temporal data have the
properties of auto-correlation and heterogeneity [20]. Auto-correlation

refers to the observations made at space and time are not independent
and are correlated with each other. Thus, it is crucial to account for
the structure of auto-correlation among observations while analyzing
spatial-temporal data. The high variability of data types and formats is
the embodiment of data heterogeneity. For example, the datasets that
are used to study traﬃc congestion, e.g., road network data, point of
interest (POI), have diﬀerent types and formats, and often come from
diﬀerent sources. There are various types of spatial-temporal data, including event data, trajectory data, point reference data, raster data,
converting data types, etc.
Since spatial-temporal data has both time and space dimensions,
it is diﬀerent from data with only time dimension or space dimension. Many data mining methods widely use single dimensional data
instances. However, these methods do not perform well when dealing
with spatial-temporal data, as instances are structurally related in space
and time, and show diﬀerent attributes in spatial region and time period. Ignoring these dependencies in spatial-temporal data analysis may
lead to poor accuracy of the proposed models that deal with spatialtemporal data. The amount of data with only time or space dimension
is much smaller than that of spatial-temporal data, but the inﬂuence
of the former on the proposed model is not lower than that of the latter. Therefore, the study of spatial-temporal data needs to be eﬃciently
combined with spatial data and temporal data to achieve better results.
Obviously, the urban spatial-temporal big data is a part of the above
data, which has all their features. The urban spatial-temporal big data
includes urban temporal data, urban spatial data, event data, trajectory
125
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Fig. 3. Common data fusion methods [19].

data, climate data, environmental data and traﬃc dynamics data. The
research of urban spatial-temporal big data is a basic of urban computing.

in diﬀerent stages; Second, how to set the roughness of the stage; Third,
when combining the solutions of each stage problem, how to optimize
the combination? In general, diﬀerent data fusion methods usually have
diﬀerent eﬀects on the combined results.
The semantic meaning-based data fusion method is studied from the
semantics of data. Data contains knowledge. The similarity and correlation of knowledge contained in data and measured in diﬀerent ways
is the key of semantic data fusion. Data fusion method based on semantic is divided into four categories, which are multi-view based data
fusion method [12,30], similarity-based data fusion method [31,32],
probabilistic dependency-based data fusion method [33,34] and transfer learning-based data fusion method [35,36], respectively. The multiview based data fusion method studies an object from the knowledge
of diﬀerent views. In terms of the process of researching an object,
the multi-view based data fusion method is divided into co-training
method [37,38], multi-kernel learning method [12,39] and subspace
learning method [40,41]. Co-training method uses knowledge from different views to simultaneously train a model. The multi-kernel learning
method is based on machine learning, which uses diﬀerent kernels in
diﬀerent machine learning methods to learn. Subspace learning method
learns potential subspace from diﬀerent views through assuming the input views are generated from this latent subspace. The similarity-based
data fusion method is usually to measure the correlation degree of multisource data, quantify the similarity degree and construct the similarity matrix to study. Coupled matrix factorization [31,42] and manifold
learning [32,43] are two classical data fusion methods based on similarity, which can ﬁnd interesting structures from one dimension of data.
Katz et al. [32] extracted the variable source data by two or more sensors, and then proposed a method based on manifold learning to capture
the internal structure of the data, making the proposed model dependent
on minimal prior knowledge. The probabilistic dependency-based data
fusion method is based on graph structure. This method takes diﬀerent
data as nodes ﬁrstly, and then the relationship between data, such as
causality, is measured by the edge (edge is divided into directed edge
and undirected edge, which is determined according to the structure
graph used). After constructing the structure graph of the data, some

2.2. Common data fusion methods
Data fusion has a long history and is of great signiﬁcance in mining
data value. Early data fusion methods transformed data into a single,
feature-based data, and treated the transformed data as a single dataset
[21,22]. Nowadays, common data fusion methods study the value of
data from diﬀerent perspectives. For example, the simplest data fusion
method is combining two one-dimensional datasets directly that have
the same meaning in this dimension. In addition, data fusion can be
carried out from the perspective of extracting the features of diﬀerent
dimensions. Based on the existing semantic understanding of text data,
data fusion can also be conducted from the semantics of data. Diﬀerent
data fusion methods can bring diﬀerent optimization results to machine
learning model. According to diﬀerent data fusion methods, Zheng divided data fusion methods into three categories [19], as shown in Fig. 3.
In feature-based data fusion methods, features of the same dimension are usually extracted from diﬀerent data, and then these features
are directly concatenated [23,24] or studied using deep learning methods [8,25,26]. For the method of directly combining features, several
problems need to be noted: First, when directly merging data, it is necessary to remove duplicate features; Second, some features of diﬀerent
dimensions, which make the model have good performance, may be lost
because of directly merging; Third, direct merging of features may result in overﬁtting. The data fusion method based on deep learning makes
the deep learning model achieve good results in feature extraction and
feature learning, which will be introduced in Section 3 in detail.
The stage-based data fusion method [27–29] divides the problem
into diﬀerent stages, then analyzes the problems of each stage through
the data of this stage, and ﬁnally merges the outputs of each stage problem. For the stage-based data fusion method, the following problems
need to be paid attention to: First, dividing the target problem into different stages will lead to the loss of connections between the problems
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methods of studying the structure graph are used to fuse the data. Zheng
et al. [34] used spatial-temporal data from diﬀerent domains to detect
urban collective anomalies. They viewed a region as a document, diﬀerent types of datasets as words, road network data and POI as keywords,
and latent functions as topics, and proposed a multi-source latent-topic
model to fuse data using the topic model. Transfer learning-based data
fusion method mainly makes use of the concept of transfer that applies
the learned knowledge to other problems. Transfer learning-based data
fusion method is divided into transfer learning between the same type
of datasets and transfer learning among multiple datasets. For the previous approach, the data can be transferred from a domain to another one
where training data is limited. For the latter approach, the knowledge
of multiple datasets can be transferred from a source to a target domain.

early fusion and late fusion. In addition, since these three categories of
data fusion methods are based on the deep learning model, they are all
feature-based fusion. For urban problems, such as air pollution [55],
these methods use temporal data, spatial data and external data. However, compared with DL-input-based fusion and DL-double-layer fusion,
DL-output-based fusion does not use deep learning in the fusion process, but only uses other fusion methods, such as direct connection, to
fuse the output of the deep learning model. Moreover, compared with
DL-input-based fusion and DL-output-based fusion, the DL-double-stagebased fusion uses deep learning both in early fusion and late fusion.
3.2. The DL-output-based fusion
The DL-output-based fusion method trains spatial-temporal data
through the deep learning model, and fuses the output of all models by feature-level-based data fusion [19], such as direct concatenation. Zhang et al. [10] and Yao et al. [17] used DL-output-based fusion
method to predict urban crowd ﬂows and urban taxi demand, respectively.
DL-output-based Fusion Case 1: Urban crowd ﬂows prediction.
Zhang et al. [10] proposed the deep spatial-temporal residual networks
(ST-ResNet), which is a deep-learning-based method, to collectively predict the inﬂow and outﬂow of crowds in each region of a city. The simpliﬁed ST-ResNet is shown in Fig. 5. The spatial dependencies between
any two regions in a city are modeled by the convolution-based residual networks, and the temporal properties, such as closeness, period and
trend, are modeled by three residual networks, respectively. In addition,
the external datasets, such as weather, holiday, event and metadata,
are modeled by a two-layer fully connected neural network. After getting the output of each component, ST-ResNet uses a two-level fusion to
fuse the output, namely early fusion and late fusion, as shown in Fig. 5.
In early fusion, Zhang et al. [10] proposed a parametric-matrix-based
method that took into account the diﬀerent regions may have diﬀerent
degrees of inﬂuence by closeness, period and trend. The idea of feature
weighting is similar to the idea of the online feature weighting mechanism in the classiﬁer rClass proposed by Pratama et al.[56]. The early
fusion is shown below:

3. Urban big data fusion based on deep learning
There are many existing urban computing methods, and the urban
data used by these methods are also diverse. Deep learning methods that
have achieved good results in visual and image classiﬁcation [44,45] are
now also used to analyze urban big data. Compared with the models
that analyse from a single dimension of a dataset, such as temporal dimension [46,47] and the models that simply fuse spatial-temporal data
[48,49], the deep learning method combined with the spatial-temporal
big data [8–10] is more eﬀective in urban computing. Urban computation is deﬁned as a process of acquisition, integration, and analysis
of big and heterogeneous data generated by diverse sources in urban
spaces to tackle the major issues in the city by Zheng et al. [18]. This
Section elaborates some existing urban big data fusion methods based
on deep learning.
3.1. Deep learning for urban big data fusion
Deep neural network (DNN) is not new in the ﬁeld of artiﬁcial intelligence [19], but the application of DNN data fusion method to urban computing is a relatively new and hot research. DNN is a neural
network with a large number of parameters and many hidden layers,
such multi-layer perceptron (MLP). From the neural network based on
back-propagation algorithm (BP algorithm), which does not work well
with multiple hidden layers, to the feedback neural network, such as
Restricted boltzmann machines (RBM), Convolutional neural network
(CNN) and Recurrent neural network (RNN), DNN has more advantages
in learning new feature representation [50], and has been proved to be
superior to hand-crafted features [19,51,52]. The application of DNN
in urban big data feature representation makes a good breakthrough in
feature-level-based data fusion, especially in urban computing. The urban big data fusion based on deep learning has achieved many successful
cases, and solved most problems in cities, including urban traﬃc volume
prediction [7,8,53], urban crowd ﬂows prediction [9,10,12], urban water quality prediction [13,14,54], etc. The urban big data used by these
prediction models are all similar, but the methods of data fusion are different. The existing big data fusion models based on deep learning can be
roughly divided into three types, which are deep learning output-based
fusion (DL-output-based fusion), deep learning input-based fusion (DLinput-based fusion) and deep learning double-layer fusion (DL-doublestage-based fusion), as shown in Fig. 4. The DL-output-based fusion is
used to train spatial-temporal data through the deep learning model,
and then fuses the output of all models. The method for fusion is usually weighted output, and the weighted parameters are learnable parameters. The DL-input-based fusion model fuses data through deep fusion
network while training the spatial-temporal data, and then fuses the outputs. The late fusion in the DL-input-based data fusion model is similar
to the DL-output-based data fusion model. The DL-double-stage-based
fusion model uses deep fusion network in both the early fusion stage and
the late fusion stage. The similarities and diﬀerences among the three
categories of data fusion methods are shown in Table 1. These three
categories of data fusion methods have two fusion processes, namely

𝑋𝑅𝑒𝑠 = 𝑊𝑐 ◦𝑋𝑐𝐿+2 + 𝑊𝑝 ◦𝑋𝑝𝐿+2 + 𝑊𝑞 ◦𝑋𝑞𝐿+2 ,

(1)

where XRes is the result of early fusion, and Xc , Xp and Xq are the historical observations of temporal closeness, period and trend, respectively.
L is the number of the residual units. ∘ is Hadamard product. Wc , Wp
and Wq are the weighted parameters, which are learnable parameters.
The late fusion merges the XRes and the output of external component
XExt directly, namely, 𝑋𝑅𝑒𝑠 + 𝑋𝐸𝑥𝑡 , because XExt has been mapped to the
same dimension as XRes in external component.
DL-output-based Fusion Case 2: Urban taxi demand prediction.
Yao et al. [17] proposed a deep multi-view spatial-temporal network
(DMVST-Net), which consists of temporal view, spatial view and semantic view, to model both temporal and spatial relations. The simpliﬁed
DMVST-Net is shown in Fig. 6. In spatial view, they treat one location
with its surrounding neighborhood as one S × S image having one channel. The K-layer convolutional neural network is used for training, then
a ﬂatten layer is applied to transform the output to an eigenvector, and
ﬁnally a fully connected layer is employed to reduce the dimensional
of spatial representation. In temporal view, the region representation 𝑠𝑖𝑡
and context features 𝑒𝑖𝑡 are concatenated ﬁrstly, and then the result of the
connection is used for an input to the Long Short–Term Memory (LSTM),
which is temporal view component. In semantic view, a semantic graph
of location is constructed and each node of the graph is encoded into a
low dimensional vector through a graph embedding method. Then the
output eigenvectors are fed into a fully connected layer. In early fusion,
the spatial representations and the context features are concatenated in
the temporal component, as shown in Formula (2).
𝑔𝑡𝑖 = 𝑒𝑖𝑡 ⊕ 𝑠𝑖𝑡 ,
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Fig. 4. The urban big data fusion models based on deep learning.
Table 1
Similarities and diﬀerences among the three categories of data fusion methods. (Y represents Yes and N represents No).
Data fusion methods

Fusion stages

Is feature-based
fusion or not

Data

Use deep models for fusing data
or not

Output-based or Input-based
fusion

DL-output-based

Early fusion Late fusion

Y

N

Output-based

DL-input-based

Early fusion Late fusion

Y

Y

Input-based

DL-double-stage-based

Early fusion Late fusion

Y

Temporal data Spatial
data External data
Temporal data Spatial
data External data
Temporal data Spatial
data External data

Y

Output-based Input-based

𝑞𝑡𝑖 = 𝑚𝑖 ⊕ ℎ𝑖𝑡 ,

where 𝑔𝑡𝑖 is the output of concatenating the region representation 𝑠𝑖𝑡 and
context features 𝑒𝑖𝑡 , as well as the input of LSTM. i is the number of location and t is the time interval. In late fusion, the three views are joined
together by combining the output of semantic view and the output of
LSTM, as shown in Formula (3). 𝑞𝑡𝑖 is the result of concatenating the output of LSTM, which contains both eﬀects of temporal and spatial view
ℎ𝑖𝑡 , and the output of the semantic view mi .

(3)

3.3. The DL-input-based fusion
The DL-input-based fusion method fuses data through deep fusion
network while training the spatial-temporal data, and then fuses the
outputs. The late fusion process in the input-based data fusion model is
128
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Fig. 5. Simpliﬁed ST-ResNet architecture. (The original STResNet architecture is available in [10]).

Fig. 6. Simpliﬁed DMVST-Net architecture. (The original DMVST-Net architecture is available in [17].

similar to the output-based data fusion model. Yi et al. [11] used DLinput-based fusion method to predict urban air quality.
DL-input-based Fusion Case 1: Urban air quality prediction. Yi
et al. [11] proposed a deep neural network-based method (DeepAir),
which consists of a deep distributed fusion network and a spatial transformation component. The simpliﬁed deep distributed fusion Network
is shown in Fig. 7. The proposed spatial transformation component converts the spatial sparse air quality data into a consistent input (named
AQIs) by the spatial partition, spatial aggregation and spatial interpolation because of the air pollutants’ spatial correlations. In the deep
distributed fusion network, there are one main feature, AQIs and four
auxiliary features, meteorology, weather forecast, other pollutants, time
and station ID. The main feature and four auxiliary features are fused
through the FusionNet, and then the ﬁve features are fused together in a
parallel manner. In early fusion, FusionNet is used to fuse multi-sources
heterogeneous data. FusionNet is composed of concatenate layer, full
connection layer, residual layer and full connection layer. According
to diﬀerent inputs, FusionNet can be considered as ﬁve sub-networks
in deep distributed fusion network, which are historical weather sub-

⨁

presents the concatenation operate).

network (HW), weather forecast sub-network (WF), secondary production sub-network (SP), meta property sub-network (MP) and holistic inﬂuence sub-network (HI), and its’ corresponding outputs are yhw , ywf ,
ysp , ymp and yhi . In late fusion, considering the diﬀerent eﬀects of ﬁve
sub-network outputs on the predicted results, a parametric-matrix-based
fusion method, which was proposed in [10], is used to model the dynamic inﬂuences. The late fusion formula is shown below.
𝑦̂ = 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑(𝑦ℎ𝑤 ◦𝑤ℎ𝑤 + 𝑦𝑤𝑓 ◦𝑤𝑤𝑓 + 𝑦𝑠𝑝 ◦𝑤𝑠𝑝 + 𝑦𝑚𝑝 ◦𝑤𝑚𝑝 + 𝑦ℎ𝑖 ◦𝑤ℎ𝑖 ),

(4)

where 𝑦̂ is the predicted result and ∘ is Hadamard product. whw , wwf ,
wsp , wmp and whi are the weights of ﬁve sub-networks and learnable
parameters.
3.4. The DL-double-stage-based fusion.
The DL-double-stage-based fusion method uses deep fusion network
in both the early fusion stage and the late fusion stage, which is diﬀerent from DL-input-based fusion and DL-output-based fusion. Du et al.
[8] and Zhang et al. [57] used DL-double-stage-based fusion method to
predict urban traﬃc ﬂow and urban crowd ﬂows, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Simpliﬁed deep distributed fusion network. (The original deep distributed fusion Network is available in [11]).

Fig. 8. Simpliﬁed hybrid multi-modal deep learning framework for traﬃc ﬂow forecasting diagram. (The original hybrid multi-modal deep learning framework for
traﬃc ﬂow forecasting diagram is available in [8]).

DL-double-stage-based Fusion Case 1: Urban traﬃc ﬂow prediction. Du et al. [8] forecasted the short-term traﬃc ﬂow by proposing a
hybrid multi-modal deep learning framework, which consists of convolution model, GRU model and joint model, and jointly learns the spatialtemporal correlation features and interdependence of multi-modal trafﬁc data. The simpliﬁed hybrid multi-modal deep learning framework
for traﬃc ﬂow forecasting diagram is shown in Fig. 8. The convolution
model is used to learn the spatial feature representation of sequence
numbers’ local tendency. The GRU model is used to learn the time repre-

sentation of long-dependency features. The ﬁnal joint model is employed
to learn multi-modal data representation fusion. In early fusion, the CNN
and GRU models are used to extract deep correlation features, which
are spatial-temporal features. The fusion process of spatial-temporal features is shown below.
𝐶𝑁 𝑁 (𝐼𝑖 ) → 𝑆𝑖 ; 𝐺𝑅𝑈 (𝑆𝑖 ) → 𝑆𝑖 𝑇𝑖 ; 𝑀𝐴(𝑆𝑖 𝑇𝑖 ) → 𝑅𝑖 ,

(5)

where Si and Ti represent the spatial and temporal correlation features,
which will be obtained from each dataset Ii with CNN and GRU models,
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Fig. 9. Simpliﬁed DeepST architecture. (The original DeepST architecture is available in [57]).

respectively. MA is a multi-modal feature level fusion layers with attention mechanism and Ri is shared representation of the spatial correlation
feature Si and the temporal correlation feature Ti with attention assisted
learning. In late fusion, a joint and adaptive deep learning framework
is proposed to fuse spatial-temporal shared features. The multi-modal
joint model is shown in Formula (6). JM is an adaptive multi-modal
joint model, and 𝜋 is the joint fusion representation for diﬀerent learned
spatial-temporal pair Ri . i represents each modality input. Wi and bi are
weights and biases that will be learned in the joint model.

4. Diﬃculties and ideas of urban big data fusion

𝐽 𝑀((𝑅1 , 𝑅2 , … , 𝑅𝑛 ), 𝑊 𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 ) → 𝜋, 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛.

4.1. Diﬃculties of urban big data fusion

Urban big data fusion is rapidly developing with the help of deep
learning, especially in urban computing. However, urban big data is
very complex, and we only extract a small part of its knowledge [32,58].
Therefore, we will encounter many challenges to unlock the power of
knowledge from urban big data as much as possible. This Section will
give some diﬃculties of urban big data fusion ﬁrstly, and then some
ideas of urban big data fusion will be discussed.

(6)

Urban big data is more abundant, but also more random, disorderly,
diﬃcult to predict and uncontrollable. Urban big data has 5V’ characteristics, as described in Section 1. It can be structured data, e.g., lists,
unstructured data, e.g., video, and semi-structured data, e.g., posts related to cities. The diﬀerence between data brought by the multi-source
and heterogeneous nature of urban big data is a challenge for data fusion. Many existing methods [8,27,59] have been proposed and proved
to be eﬀective in the integration of urban big data. However, these methods only aim at a speciﬁc problem or speciﬁc urban big data, and only a
small part of the information in the data is integrated. Therefore, more
researches are needed to fuse urban big data. The diﬃculties of urban
big data fusion are as follows.
Data quality. Data with good quality plays an important role in
data fusion. The low quality of data is represented as incorrect, missing, wrong format, incomplete, and so on [60]. Take data missing as
an example, there are many reasons for data missing, such as omission,
unavailability, don’t-care value, etc., and data missing will increase the
estimation error and reduce the performance of data analysis. On the
one hand, it is diﬃcult to represent features of missing data for data
fusion. On the other hand, although the missing value is ﬁlled by the
missing value ﬁlling method with good performance, there is still some
error that is diﬃcult to estimate.
Data sparse. Due to many unpredictable reasons, e.g., increasing the
dimension of the data, most of datasets are sparse, it is often diﬃcult to
estimate the correct distribution from limited observations. Sparse data
refers to the data with most values missing or zero in the dataset, which
is not useless data, but incomplete information. Generally, the larger the
data size is, the more sparse the data is, while the deep learning model

DL-double-stage-based Fusion Case 2: UrbanFlow system. Zhang
et al. [57] built a real-time crowd ﬂows forecasting system UrbanFlow by
a DeepST architecture, which is composed of three components: temporal dependent instances, convolutional neural networks, and early and
late fusions. The simpliﬁed DeepST architecture is shown in Fig. 9. In
the ﬁrst stage of DeepST, the input is generated from all temporal properties, such as temporal closeness, period and seasonality trend. In the
second stage of DeepST, the CNN module is leveraged to capture spatial
closeness dependency. In the ﬁnal stage, early and late fusions are used
to fuse diﬀerent types of ST data. In early fusion, a similar domains’
data is fused by a convolution layer to capture closeness, periodic and
seasonality trend patterns together. The early fusion based convolution
is shown in Formula (7).
𝐻 (2) = 𝑓 (𝑊𝑐(2) ∗ 𝐻𝑐(1) + 𝑊𝑝(2) ∗ 𝐻𝑝(1) + 𝑊𝑠(2) ∗ 𝐻𝑠(1) + 𝑏(2) ),

(7)

where H(2) is the result of fusion, and 𝐻𝑐(1) , 𝐻𝑝(1) , 𝐻𝑠(1) are the outputs of
the ﬁrst convolutional layer over closeness, periodic, trend sequences,
respectively. 𝑊𝑐(2) , 𝑊𝑝(2) , 𝑊𝑠(2) and b(2) are the parameters in the second
layer. In late fusion, diﬀerent domains’ data, such as external factors (i.e.
day of week, weekday/weekend), are fused, and the external factors are
considered to be the global features. The process of late fusion is shown
̂𝑡 is the predicted
in Formula (8). Gt is the global feature vector, and the 𝑋
tensor. tanh is a hyperbolic tangent, which squashes real numbers to
range between [−1,1].
̂𝑡 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑊 (5) ⋅ 𝐻 (4) + 𝑊 (5) ⋅ 𝐺𝑡 + 𝑏(5) ).
𝑋
𝐺

(8)
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needs large scale data to train its parameters. What is more, some algorithms, such as Least Squares Support Vector Machine (LSSVM), are
required to use all training data for each prediction. Although some algorithms have been proposed to solve this problem, such as the adaptive
pruning algorithm [61], the data sparse problem is still not well solved.
Therefore, how to deal with the problem of big data sparsity is a very
challenging task.
Multi-modal data. Diﬀerent data representations, diﬀerent data
units and diﬀerent data densities show the multi-modal of urban big
data, as described in Section 1. Datasets in diﬀerent ﬁelds usually have
diﬀerent distributions and ranges, because data from diﬀerent domains
consists of multiple forms with diﬀerent representations, descriptions,
scales, and densities. In the real world, the obtained multi-modal data
has various forms and diﬀerent structures. In addition, multi-modal data
is often unstructured and has the characteristics of high-dimensional or
even ultra-high-dimensional. The feature representation of ultra-highdimensional data is challenging for data fusion method. How to fuse
multi-modal data with high-dimensional features and extract or select
the most eﬀective features for the current task is a problem worthy of
further study.
Spatial-temporal data. The nature of static correlation and dynamic
evolution of data is that the process of the real world is spatial-temporal.
In general, spatial-temporal data has independent spatial properties,
e.g., geographical hierarchy and distance, and temporal properties, e.g.,
sequential, periodic and seasonality trend patterns [57]. How to represent the temporal variation trend and spatial distribution law of big
data plays a great role in the spatial-temporal data fusion. Moreover,
there are many methods to integrate spatial-temporal data, but it is
time-consuming to ﬁnd a speciﬁc method that has good performance
for spatial-temporal data fusion. Improving the eﬃciency of big data
analysis is another signiﬁcant problem.

hybrid DL-multi-stage-based fusion method can be considered in deep
learning model by combining other fusion methods and DL-multi-stagebased fusion method in a special case.
Finally, on the basis of the correlation relation and shared representation of features among diﬀerent granularities of urban big data, we
consider to fuse the data through model fusion, that is, model combination or cross-model combination (model can be CNN, RNN, LSTM, RBM,
etc.) to realize the deep learning of multi-task integration, and complete
the data fusion at the same time. For example, we can make the spatial
and temporal attributes of the data fuse well by combinating models the
CNN and RNN.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we attempt to provide a broad overview of the urban big data fusion based on deep learning, which is hot and challenging. Urban big data from diﬀerent aspects are analyzed ﬁrstly, and
spatial-temporal data and some common data fusion methods that can
be roughly divided into three categories are brieﬂy described. Then,
some existing multi-modal urban big data fusion methods based on deep
learning are classiﬁed into three categories, which are DL-output-based
fusion, DL-input-based fusion and DL-double-stage-based fusion, and described separately. Finally, according to the attributes and characteristics of urban big data, the diﬃculties and some ideas in studying urban
big data are provided. Apparently, there are lots of literatures on urban
big data fusion methods based on deep learning, and we only cover part
of the work in this rapidly developing ﬁeld. We still hope that this article
will be helpful to future research.
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4.2. Ideas of urban big data fusion
Although urban big data fusion has many diﬃculties, the research on
urban big data is crucial and urgent. Aiming at the diﬃculties in urban
big data fusion, we can start from the nature of big data diﬃculties and
solve the problems by making up for the deﬁciencies of big data. For
example, Yi et al. [62] ﬁlled in missing values by building a spatialtemporal multiview-based learning (ST-MVL) method, which made up
for the problem of data missing. We can consider the fusion of urban
big data from the following directions.
To integrate data by learning the feature representation of multimodal big data. There are some models based on deep neural network
to learn the feature representation of multi-modal big data, and they
have good performance in classiﬁcation and information extraction. For
example, a deep auto-encoder architecture was proposed to learn features over multiple modalities by Ngiam et al. [26]. On the basis of these
work, we can integrate data by analyzing the feature representation of
multi-modal big data at diﬀerent granularities. Diﬀerent granularities
information that corresponding to diﬀerent types of data is constructed
to analyze the internal structure and relationship of multi-modal big
data. To fuse multi-modal big data, we can employ deep learning to
explore the deep feature representation and multi-layer feature representation of multi-modal big data. What is more, the correlation relation
and sharing representation mechanism between diﬀerent granularities
levels also can be used to integrate data.
Although this paper classiﬁes the urban big data fusion methods
based on deep learning into DL-output-based fusion, DL-input-based fusion and DL-double-stage-based fusion, there are only two layers of data
fusion in these methods, namely, early fusion and late fusion. In the actual deep learning model, there are many submodules whose input and
output need to be fused. Therefore, compared with the DL-output-based
fusion, DL-input-based fusion and DL-double-stage-based fusion methods, the DL-multi-stage-based fusion method will be considered to study
the fusion of urban big data with diﬀerent granularities. In addition, a
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